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RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the discussion during the first Media Accessibility Platform International Conference, the
participants identified the following set of recommendations which may serve as a base for planning
and implementing future actions in the area of media accessibility in Europe. The set of
recommendations advanced by the community gathered at this meeting are all equally important.
1. The EU should change its approach in the area of media access service, from (what is at least
perceived to be) the primacy of the needs of European industry to the primacy of the needs
of the European individual.
2. In order to increase quality and quantity of media access services in Europe, the EU should
encourage content providers to progressively improve year by year to 100% – through the
development of specific means for making this happen.
3. There are different views on whether, to achieve the best results, regulation for media
access services should be “hard” or “soft”1, and whether it should be European wide
legislation or based on national “subsidiarity”. The EU needs to clearly decide this, and then
define and implement a specific strategy.
4. There are situational and cultural differences in the various EU countries which means that
“one-size-fits-all” regulations will be difficult to define and implement. The EU should find a
regulation package that is harmonised yet allows differences, possibly with a long term goal
for quotas and quality.
5. The EU should take steps to create greater awareness of the need and value of media
accessibility by all the stakeholders, especially content providers, users, and governments.
For large media projects, a specific `access coordinator` should be assigned to ensure
adequate measures are taken.
6. EU funding programmes should promote projects to improve the flexible use of new
technologies, such as cloud services, crowdsourcing, automatic generation as well as remote
provision of media access services, many of which could lower costs and increase media
access service availability, while preserving quality.
7. The EU should define the basic philosophy for the content of the Audiovisual Media Services
Directive (AVMSD) and the European Accessibility Act (EAA) so that the “requirements” (the
“what”) are given in the AVMSD and the “systems for achieving them” (the “how”) are given
in the EAA.
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The terms “soft” and “hard” are not precisely defined by their proponents, but “hard” means that there
would be mandatory quotas for access services and timetables to achieve them, and “soft” means that access
services are strongly encouraged but there are no mandatory requirements for quotas or timetables.
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8. The EU should not forget the value of worldwide consensus in access services, and should
actively have dialogues between bodies such as the ITU, IEC/ISO, and IGF, as a means of
enlarging the application of European ideas and expertise.
9. The EU should support the creation of a European Media Access Hub (possibly, in the form
of an open group, platform or network) that brings together all the actors in the media
accessibility value chain. For an access service to be successful all actors in the chain should
benefit by introducing media access services from the outset.
10. The EU should further improve funding for training, research and trials in the area of media
accessibility.
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